Crease Play
The crease is one of the most important positions on the lacrosse field;
unfortunately it is also the most underrated. The crease is similar to the front lines
during a war. It is a place where players get beaten, stomped, cross checked, grabbed
and slashed on every limb on their body. It takes a tough, smart, hard working and
highly skilled individual to play this position effectively. At the end of the day, when the
dust settles, these players will tell you that they don't mind pulling grass out of their
facemask as long as the ball keeps going into the back of the net.

The Crease Defined
The crease is an area that has different
definitions depending on who you talk to. Most
coaches will agree that the crease area can be
defined as an imaginary box that is roughly 12-15
yards deep by 12-15 yards wide as shown in the
diagram. Depending on the level and age of your
team this box may shrink or get larger, however
these dimensions are a good baseline to begin
teaching the fundamentals of crease play with.

Teaching Crease Play
This book will discuss how to teach two
types of crease play. First, "Individual" crease
play will be discussed followed by how to teach
"Two Man" crease play. The fundamentals of individual crease will help your players
excel when they get to work with a teammate during the two-man play. The crease is a
very difficult position to learn. Most college players don't have the patience and
understanding to be effective on the crease, so learning the little things early will make
young players even better when they are older.

Individual Crease Play
Next time you are watching a high school game or even a college game watch
how the players on the crease are doing one of two things. First, the player is generally
running around like a chicken with their head cut off, they have no idea where the ball is
most of the time, they are constantly cutting into pressure and they rarely follow
defensive slides properly. The second type of player will stand in the middle and turn
their body as the ball gets passed around. These players never make the defenseman
covering them move, they never get open to receive a pass, they clog up the middle and
they are rarely a threat to score. These two examples are mentioned because if a team
wants to be successful and maximize every player on the field they should not short sell
themselves by taking a player out of the play. This is like playing man-down. Teach your
players how to be effective on the crease by cutting effectively, reading the defense and
by taking quick and accurate shots.
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Individual Crease Movement
The way a player moves on the crease is very important. Movement allows
space for other players to dodge, it keeps the middle of the field clear, it occupies the
defense, it helps to reveal the defenses' slide package and most importantly it helps to
set the player up so he can make an effective cut at the appropriate time. All of these
examples will help to increase their odds of getting a good scoring opportunity.
The most basic concept of crease movement is to always be opposite of the ball.
It is very important that coaches teach their players to move around the imaginary
crease box always making sure to stay opposite of the ball. If players do not do this then
they are helping the defense in two ways. First, they are making the defensive slide
shorter. This increases the chance that the defenseman will be able to double or slide to
the ball more effectively thereby increasing the chances for a turnover and loss of
possession. Secondly, by not staying opposite of the ball the player will most likely be
inside the middle of the crease clogging up
the center or prime scoring area.
The diagram illustrates where the
players should be in relation to the ball.
When the ball is at position 1 (back right) the
player (P1) should be positioned on the top
left. As the ball gets passed around the
player on the crease must always be
opposite of where the ball is. This is a basic
concept, however enforcing it and making
sure the players work hard to be in these
positions is often the most difficult part.
Players get tired and they mentally think that
they are working for nothing. This is due to
the fact that they really do not understand
what is trying to be achieved offensively by
the movement. Teach your players to move
properly and be sure they understand that they are only helping the defense achieve
their goal if they stand around.

Cutting Effectively
The reason movement is addressed first is because without proper movement
you cannot cut effectively. Cutting to the ball is how the crease player makes a living. In
order to do this right he needs to be in the proper position. This book will assume that
most defenses slide from the crease. No matter where a team slides from the crease
players' defender will most likely be the one or two slide, therefore the crease player will
be cutting when any slide occurs.
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Since most coaches teach their defense to slide from the crease lets assume this
is what is happening when the offense dodges from somewhere on the field. The
crease player has already been instructed on the importance of movement and
positioning when the defense slides so the question that often arises is, "What should he
do in those couple of seconds when the offense begins to dodge?" There are a couple
of tricks that are not taught too often that all kids should focus on learning to become
better crease players. First as a coach you teach your defense to talk, talk, and talk so
why not teach your offense to listen, listen, and listen! Think about it, the defense is
telling you what they are going to do. They are going to be calling out who is covering
the ball, who is the one slide, who is the second slide, etc. The goalie is always taught
to tell the defense where the ball is, top left, top right, etc. This is valuable information for
the offense and more importantly the crease player. This gives him the opportunity to
understand where his man will be sliding to and where his replacement will be coming
from. By understanding this information, when the slide does occur the crease player
can cut effectively to open space. Secondly, the crease player must always follow his
slide. This does not mean that when the defenseman slides that he has to be right
behind him. What it does mean is that when the defense slides the second slide coming
to cover the crease is most likely coming from opposite the ball or from behind the
crease player. By following the slide and
cutting just above or below the
defenseman's path he will position himself to
receive a pass from the dodger and
hopefully get a quick shot. In the diagram
you can see an example of this concept.
Player A is dodging from behind with the
ball. He beats his man and draws a slide
from the crease. The crease player "C"
follows the slide and cuts just above or
below the defenseman's path to get open for
a quick pass. As you can see the second
slide is coming from behind "C" from the far
side of the field. This is only one example of
many that can be drawn up. The player has
to recognize where the second slide is
coming from and cut to open space away
from that slide. Ultimately this means that by
following the slide he will be cutting away from pressure and into open space.
One thing mentioned earlier was that it is bad for the crease player to stand
around. When a player dodges and the crease player is in good position opposite of the
ball he should not be standing still waiting for the dodge. This is the time for him to
make subtle movements up or down and position himself as far away from the second
slide as possible, but still not allow the defenseman covering him to get any closer to
making a play on the dodging offensive player. This is where being sneaky and having
good lacrosse sense come into play. Often times it is hard to teach and kids either have
it or they don't, however it does not hurt to put a bug in their ear anyways by
demonstrating little techniques that they can use. Very smart crease players may also
use this time to pull the second slides completely away from the offensive player he is
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covering. This will allow the crease players teammate to recognize the open space and
make a precise cut for a potential scoring opportunity.

Patience and Shooting
One of the biggest mistakes kids make is being impatient. But then again that
goes hand in hand with being a young boy. Earlier an example was made of a player on
the crease running around like a chicken with his head cut off. This was an example of
impatience. Patience is something that must be taught. Without patience plays cannot
develop and you often kill a play before you even had a chance to see it through. This is
because players cut too early, get in the way of each other and bring the defense closer
to the ball where checks are made and turnovers occur. Teach the players to be patient
and wait for their opportunities. A hunter does not run through the field waving his gun in
the air hoping to shoot a deer, and nor should a crease player be running around, cutting
into pressure and clogging up valuable space on the field just because he thinks he
should be getting the ball. This is impatient behavior and it does more damage to your
offense that it does good. Think of offense as a step by step progression. The offense
reacts to the defense and the defense reacts to the offense. Where goals are scored is
when the offense reacts quicker to the defenses reaction than the defense does. This is
the spot the crease player wants to be in. He wants to wait for the defense to move,
react and slide, he wants to see where the defense is collapsing too and recognize the
open spots that will put him in position to score whether it be on the pass from the
dodger or on a second or even a third pass. If the players are patient and realize that
space will be created when movement occurs then the more patient they are the more
successful they will be.
Shooting on the crease is an art in itself. A good crease player has very quick
hands, he is very good inside, he catches the ball well and most importantly he has a
quick and accurate release. When a pass is made inside to a crease player the defense
usually has a "check sticks" call. If you know the defense is going to check sticks then
why do you want to catch the ball, cradle the ball and then shoot? Crease players need
to practice shooting quickly and accurately. They also need to practice quick, one on
zero inside moves on the goalie. Realistically a crease player has one to two seconds,
that is being generous, to get a shot off. This is not much time before there will be three
sticks slamming down on his arms, hands and shoulders. When a crease player
catches the ball he should realize that the ball needs to be in and out of his stick
instantly. In order to do this the player must always know where the goal is. Coaches
will often say, "That guy just has a knack around the goal!" The truth is that player does
have a knack around the goal! He knows where the goal is, he makes quick, deceptive,
accurate shots that catch the goalie off guard. Have you ever noticed that most coaches
never teach the behind the back shot or pass? It is such a valuable tool, when you don't
have time to switch hands or turn it is often easier to pass or shoot the ball behind the
back. What better way to catch a goalie off guard! However, most coaches do not want
to risk the chance of a turnover. Because of this way of thinking players will grow up and
never have this powerful tool at their disposal. Crease players often have a knack for
making the one quick fake. This is not a huge fake where the player throws his stick to
the ground and back up, it is more like a little pump fake that stuns the goalie for a mere
second to allow the player to shoot the ball up the pipes. Be sure to practice crease
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shooting. There are many drills that you can do to mimic crease shooting, be sure that
this gets practiced!
The next time practice rolls around remember to teach effective crease play.
Crease play begins with proper movement, it requires good listening skills and the ability
to understand what the offense and defense is doing, it requires a great deal of patience,
it requires sneaky well timed cuts to open space and most importantly the ability to
quickly finish and score. Your team will benefit from this instruction because at the end
of the day you will be adding a few more goals a game to the score sheet.

Two Man Crease Play
The two man game that is played on the crease is an intricate game of patience
and timing that is centered on the pick and roll. To understand how to play the two man
game on the crease it is essential to understand how to pick and roll effectively to create
switches on the defense and allow the players to get open for quick shots. The pick and
roll is truly an art and when executed properly it produces some of the nicest goals in
lacrosse. This book will break down the pick and roll from start to finish and teach the
little things that must be done for it to be executed properly.
To begin you have to address the importance of space. Players trying to execute
the pick and roll must be spaced far apart. In the previous section the crease was
defined as a box roughly ten yards by ten yards. For the sake of this section we will
assume that each corner of the box has a saucer cone placed on it. This is also a good
way to demonstrate the pick and roll to your team. When you explain the pick and roll to
your team place two players on a different cone opposite the ball. If the ball is behind
the goal then you want to place the two players on the two top cones. If the ball is up top
then you want to place the players on the two bottom cones. Finally if the ball is on a
wing then you want to place the two players on the top and bottom cone opposite the
wing that has the ball. By doing this you have already demonstrated the space that
needs to be achieved by the players. They are spaced about eight to ten yards apart
from each other. By having the players spaced far apart you accomplish the goal of
spacing the two defenders covering them far apart. How many times have you watched
a game where the two players on the crease are constantly picking and re-picking for
each other and each time they cut they can touch each other. Put yourself in the
position of the defender. They don't have to run very far to switch, in fact they can pretty
much move in a small area and have both players covered. This makes playing defense
very easy and makes playing offense very hard.
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The Pick and Roll
Once you have established the importance of space with your team you can
concentrate on how to effectively execute
the pick and roll. In this book we will break
down the pick and roll into six different
rules.

Rule 1 The first rule in the pick and roll is
to dictate who sets the first pick. The first
pick should always be set by the man
closest to the ball or the player on the ball
side. In this example it is Player B as
shown by the circle around him. He is on
the ball side of the field and in this example
he is also closest to the ball. Therefore he
will set the pick for player A. We want
player B to set the pick first so that player
A can be cutting toward the ball.
-

Rule 2 The second rule when setting a pick
and roll is to be sure that the picking player
(player B) does not make a direct cut to set
the pick. It is important that the picking
player makes a little "C" or "V" cut and then
sets the pick. This is important because the
defenseman covering the picking player gets
pulled away from the area where the cutting
player will end up. This will also give the
picking player an element of surprise when
he sets the pick on the cutting players'
(player A) defenseman. This allows for no
easy switches on the defense. The defense
gets turned and this sets the defensemen up
for the pick and roll.
-

Rule 3 and 4 The third rule applies to
-

player A, the cutting player. This player
needs to have patience" If this player
does not have patience then he will cut at
the wrong time and ruin any chances for the
pick and roll to work effectively. By not
having patience and waiting for the pick to
be set the defense will not get confused,
they will not switch, they will not get caught
off guard and this will lead to a foiled
attempt. Teach player A to set his
defenseman up by making small little dummy
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cuts or any type of distracting movement that will keep the defenseman's back toward
player B who is setting the pick. Do this instead of making big cuts, the patience will pay
off! The fourth rule coincides with rule 3 in that player A will wait for player B to set the
pick. Player B is the one who dictates where player A cuts. Even if player A wants to
cut in a specific direction he will still cut in the direction that player B dictates. Player B
has the responsibility of setting the pick so that player A can cut in the direction that he
wants. In the diagram player B will set the pick on the defenseman's left shoulder to
enable player A to cut high across the top
of the crease.

Rule 5 The fifth rule applies to cutting off
III®
0
the pick. It is very important that the
r
crease players cut wide and into open
,1
space. It was stated earlier to envision the
Defender has
Possible pass if :
longer switch by
crease area with 4 saucer cones placed on
A cuts high
A cutting high
the corners. When teaching the pick and
across the top
instead of right
roll teach your players to cut to the cones.
toward the ball
In the Rule 3 and 4 diagram you can see
that player A made a quick cut down, and
,
BF-8
then cut back when the pick was set on the
*
J 4
.
back left shoulder of the defenseman.
Player A is cutting directly across the top of
the crease. He does this because look
where player B's defender is. He was
following player B down during the "C" or
"V" cut so now he has a fairly long slide to switch to the cutting player A. Most crease
players cut right off the pick mans shoulder and right into the stick of the pick mans
defender. This is the biggest mistake players at all levels make when they cut off a pick.
It is an easy switch for the defense and no one is open. By having player A cut high
across the crease not only gives him the opportunity to get open for a quick shot but it
also sets up the space needed for player B
to roll into open space.
-

Rule 6 This rule applies to the player
setting the pick, player B in the diagramed
examples. The rule simply states that the
person setting the pick roll opposite of where
the cutting player cuts. The reason player A
cuts high across the crease to the corner is
to clear the crease area by making the
defense switch. In the rule 5 diagram you
can see the defenseman has to switch to
player A because player B set a good pick
on player A's defender that prevented him
A
from fighting through it. If the defense does
not switch it is an easy pass and shot for
player A. If they do switch and player B's
defender does cover player A cutting then player B will simply roll to the bottom left
corner of the crease. This will allow a pass
-
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from the ball carrier to player B who will gain a step on his defender after setting a good
pick on him. In the diagram for rule 6 it is clear that by rolling opposite of the cutter the
two crease players maintain space in the crease, they keep the defenders spread out
and both players are possible scoring threats.

Sealing
When reading through the different plays in this book you will often see the word
"seal" used as a term meant to imply that the offensive player will seal his defender or
another defender to prevent that defender from getting to a particular area on the field.
Sealing a defender is a little bit different than picking a defender. As discussed earlier a
pick is something that is quickly set to cause confusion to the defense, causing the
defenders to switch and to create an offensive opportunity by rolling off the pick quickly.
When a player seals a defender
the intent is to create open
space behind the defender
where no switch can occur. The
sealing player essentially acts
like a wall to give his teammate
positioned behind him a couple
of seconds to take a shot or
receive a pass. In the diagram
to the right a good seal is
demonstrated. We are
assuming in the diagram that a
team may be looking to get the
left handed midfielder (player 2)
open for a shot on the goal. We
know the ball is being passed
from player 4. Player 1 makes
a simple "C" cut and then
sneaks up to the defender
covering him, positioning
himself in a way so that if the
defender wanted to switch he
would have to run right over player 1 to get to player 2. Player 2 is smart and cuts into
the open space directly behind player 1, this prevents the defense from switching easily.
By cutting into the space behind the seal both defenders have to take a longer path
around player 1 to get to player 2. If done correctly this often will not be enough time and
player 2 will have already taken a shot before any of the defenders reach him.
When teaching a player to seal a defender you must stress to your players that
they can't move so good positioning is essential. If he moves he will be called for
interference or a moving pick. Knowing that you can't move once you have positioned
yourself means that positioning becomes much more important. When you teach the
positioning aspect of sealing remember that the player is essentially a wall. If you are
going to build a wall to protect a certain area you must know what that area is first.
Having players understand that the area they are sealing is directly behind them
sometimes causes confusion. Demonstrate this by putting a cone or another player in a
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certain area and then show them how to cut from their initial position to a position that
puts their back to the open space and their front to the defender. The final aspect of
sealing is the cutting. Sealing is all about timing. It needs to be practiced so that the
cutter is a few steps from the area he wants to be in when the seal occurs. A player who
sets a seal can't stand there forever so the defense will move around him to get to the
ball. The quicker the player gets the ball in the area and the longer it takes the
defenseman to get to that area is what makes a great seal play work. Sealing is a
powerful tool, especially for crease players, against zone offenses and in EMO plays. If
your players understand the differences between picks and sealing your offense will be
that much more refined.

Final Thoughts
Crease play is such an integral part of lacrosse but it is often neglected. Coaches
tend to rely on big dodgers and shooters and forget about the position inside unless they
have someone capable of being effective on the crease. The crease is rarely taught in
practice and pick and rolls are often left to shooting drills. The unfortunate part of this is
that your team is missing out on a few more goals a game because the players are lost
in the crease. Hopefully now kids will be taught the importance of space, how to set a
pick, how to roll properly, how to shoot quickly and accurately and how to seal
defenders. Don't let players grow and develop without these essential skills!
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